Hooty Owls

Supplies (per person):

- half or whole paper tubes
- whole cupcake liners
- half cupcake liners
- 2 white circles
- 1 yellow triangle
- half sheets of paper
- Brown paper
- Scissors
- Markers
- Glue sticks
- Tape

Instructions:

1. Take a toilet paper tube and pinch opposing sides together on one end to make the “ears” and tape them together.
2. Decide which cupcake liner pieces you would like and glue them onto the paper tube in layers.
3. Decorate the white circles for eyes and glue them above the layers of cupcake liners between the “ears”.
4. Glue a yellow triangle on for a beak.
5. Take a half circle of paper or cupcake liner and glue it on the back of the paper tube and fold around as wings.
6. Have fun and let your imagination soar!